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Foundation Activities and Tasks
- Synchronize Activities and Tasks
- Incorporate CWMD Efforts and Leverage Enabling Capabilities
  
Specialized Activities and Tasks
- Understand the Environment, Threats, and Vulnerabilities
- Control, Defeat, Disable and/or Dispose WMD Threats
- Safeguard the Force and Manage Consequences

Success and Impact

The Enduring Capabilities

The Enduring Capabilities

PARTNERS

National

International

Technical Opportunities
- Access and analysis of large volumes of data and information
- Forecasting the impact of current and emerging technology that could significantly impact CWMD missions
- Methods to provide insight on current and future capabilities and intentions of actors of concern
- Assess the effectiveness of defeat actions and post attack defeat

Control, Defeat, Disable and/or Dispose WMD Threats

Success and Impact

Safety and Restore Combat Power

SAFEGUARD THE FORCE AND MANAGE CONSEQUENCES

Success and Impact

Technical Opportunities
- Shift an adversary’s resources (e.g. time, materiel, financial) away from the pursuit of WMD acquisition
- Assess the effectiveness of defeat and/or disable actions and post attack defeat
- Reduce the potential harm or consequences of a WMD should it be employed
- Eliminate WMD materials on locations with little or no collateral damage

Technical Opportunities
- Integrating modeling products with evolving user’s command and control host systems, and Interoperability between military and civilian health surveillance systems
- Chemical prophylaxes for chemical warfare agents, pre-treatment applications and non-invasive delivery methods
- Expeditionary Collective Protection as a small, lightweight capability